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Suppose that the maximal Op*-algebra L+(D) on a Frechet domain D contains 
a sequence of strongly commuting essentially self-adjoint operators which is colinal 
in the set of all hermitian elements of L+(D). Then each positive linear functional 
on L+(D) decomposes in a unique way into a sum of an ultraweakly continuous 
positive linear functional, a uniformly continuous positive linear functional which 
vanishes on the finite rank operators, and a positive linear functional which 
vanishes on the dense subspace of the “very continuous” operators. For bounded 
linear functionals on certain subspaces of the completion P’ of L+(D), similar 
results are satisfied. These results are connected with properties of the uniform 
topology and the associated bornological topology of 6p. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Frechet domains of strongly commutatively dominated @*-algebras are 
of the form 
D= fi D(T,,), (1) 
n=l 
where (T,) is a sequence of strongly commuting self-adjoint operators on 
a Hilbert space H, such that ( 7’,)2 d T,,, i, and where D( T,) denotes the 
domain of T,,. For such domains, K. Schmiidgen [ 161 obtained several 
equivalent characterizations of the property that the maximal @*-algebra 
L+(D) is a bornological locally convex space with respect to the uniform 
topology zg . In particular, L+(D)[r,] and its completion dp[zD] admit 
discontinuous bounded linear functionals if L + (D)[z,] is not bornologi- 
cal. Note that the bounded linear functionals on .P[z,] are exactly the 
continuous linear functionals on the associated bornological space which 
will be denoted by Z’[r,,]. Note also that a linear functional on 9 is 
r,-continuous if and only if it may be represented as a linear combination 
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of positive linear functionals because z,, is the order topology of 9’ and the 
positive cone of 9 is normal with respect to t0 (cf. [7, 81). 
It is the aim of the present paper to investigate in more detail the 
positive and the bounded linear functionals on Y[tD] and to compare the 
topologies which are induced by zD and ~~ on certain subspaces of 9. The 
main result consists in the representation of an arbitrary bounded linear 
functional on 4p [zD] as a sum 8, + 8,) where 8, vanishes on the dense 
subspace %? of the “very continuous” operators and e2 is continuous. 
The pattern of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we fix some nota- 
tions and definitions. 
In Section 3, some facts which are known for general Frtchet domains 
are put into more concrete terms. This concerns a characterization of 
bounded subsets of D, the density of 9? in 9[zD], and a representation 
for operators belonging to %?. 
In Section 4, we obtain a sufficient condition for a topological linear 
subspace 3 c Z[zO] to be bornological. If this condition is satisfied, each 
bounded linear functional on %[tD] admits a bounded linear extension to 
Ip[5,]. Consequently, it can be represented as a linear combination of 
four positive bounded linear functionals. Section 4 contains also the 
representation of an arbitrary bounded linear functional on JZ[zD] as sum 
of a continuous linear functional and a bounded linear functional which 
vanishes on ‘?Z. In particular, each bounded linear functional on %?[z,] is 
continuous. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we fix some definitions and notations. 
Suppose that D is a dense linear subspace of a complex Hilbert space H. 
We denote the norm, the unit ball, and the scalar product of H by 11.11, U , 
and ( ., . ), respectively. We assume the scalar product to be linear in the 
second argument. For a closable linear operator A on H, let D(A), A*, 
A= A**, and lIA /) denote the domain, the adjoint, the closure, and the 
operator norm of A, respectively. If A is unbounded, we set IIA)I = co. 
The set of linear operators 
is a *-algebra with the involution A + A* r D (the restriction to D of A*). 
The unit of L+(D), i.e., the identical map of D, will be denoted by Id. 
A *-subalgebra &c L+(D) with ZdE d is called an Op*-algebra. Note 
that Op*-algebras were first introduced by G. Lassner [lo]. Similar concepts 
were defined also by R. T. Powers [ 121 and A. N. Vasil’ev [ 171. 
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For an @*-algebra d c L+(D), t, denotes the weakest locally convex 
topology on D such that the seminorms 
are continuous for all A E &‘. This topology is called the graph topology of 
&‘. We say that & has a Frechet domain if D[ t,d] is a Frechet space. In 
this case, D[t,] is reflexive and t ,O1=t,+C,J (cf. [2, 151). We call D a 
Frechet domain if D[t,+(,, ] is a Frtchet space. We always provide D with 
the graph topology of L + (D). 
Let D+ denote the space of all continuous antilinear functionals on D 
(=DCt~+(ml)> endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on 
bounded subsets of D. The elements of D will be denoted by Greek letters 
cp, $, 4, .... Elements of D+ (and of H) will be denoted by italic Latin 
letters f, g, h, . . . . The value of f~ D + at cp ED is denoted by (cp,f), its 
complex conjugate number by (f, cp). Note that the correspondence 
between f E D + and the linear functional 
sets up an antilinear topological isomorphism between D+ and the strong 
dual D’ of D. Therefore, the definition of D+ here is equivalent to the 
definition of D+ in [7]. 
We always identify f~ H with the functional 
D~cP-+ (4 >, 
which belongs to D + . Thus, H and D become dense linear subspaces of D + 
and the imbeddings D c H and H c D ’ are continuous. 
If E and F are locally convex spaces, Y(E, F) denotes the linear space 
of all continuous linear operators mapping E into F. We write 9’ in place 
of Y(D, D + ). 
Let rg denote the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets, 
defined on the space 9 = Y(D, 0’). Let zO denote the associated 
bornological topology of Y[tD]. The topologies induced by zg or rO on 
subsets of 3’ are also denoted by zg or rO, respectively. 
An operator SE 9 is said to be hermitian if (cp, Sq) = (Sq, cp ) for all 
cp E D. We define a partial order relation on the real linear space Yh of all 
hermitian elements of 9 as 
s, < s2 ifandonlyif (q,S,cp)<(rp,S,cp)forallcp~D. 
For E, FE {D, H, D+}, we denote 
@?(E, F)= {S~P’:There exists Rs$P(E, F) such that 
Sq = Rep for all cp E D }. 
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We abbreviate %‘(D+, D) by %?. The elements of V are sometimes called 
very continuous operators. 
Since DcD+, we can regard the elements of L+(D) as operators from 
D into D+. Thus, L + (D) becomes a subspace of 9. 
The set 
~={PEwnnh:P*=P} 
coincides with the set of the restrictions to D of orthogonal projections 
onto norm-complete linear subspaces of D. (The proof given in [S] 
Proposition 2.1 for Frtchet domains works also in the general case.) 
We denote by 9 the space of all finite rank operators belonging to 
L+(D), i.e., of operators of the form 
Dam+ <cpn> vo> $n (kg N, vn, $,ED). 
The closure of 9 in Z[z,] is denoted by Y. 
Now assume that D is a Frechet domain. Then 9 has an involution 
S + S +, which can be defined by the equation 
(cp>s+~)=(s4%IcI) (cp, $ED). 
Moreover, we can use the following definition of a partial multiplication 
on 9, which was introduced in [7]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The product S,, 0 . . . 0 S, of elements of 9 is said to be 
defined if there are spaces EO, . . . . E,, belonging to {D, H, D' } such that 
Sj E %‘(E,- , , E,). Let Rj E 9’(E,-, , E,) denote the continuous extension of 
Sj. Then the product S,, 0 0 S, is defined by 
(S,o ... “S,oS,)(cp)=R,(...(R,(R,cp))...) (cp ED). 
The following property of this partial multiplication will often be used 
without any further reference. 
If n > k 3 1 and if the product S, 0 ... 0 S, is defined, the products 
(S,+,)‘o ... g(S,)+ and Skc ... 0 S, are also defined and satisfy 
(cp, $0 ... ~s,l+b)=((S,+,)+~ ... o(s,)+ (p,s,o ... ~S,ljl) 
for all cp, Ic/ ED. 
For operators belonging to L+(D), the product in the sense of Dehni- 
tion 2.1 coincides with the composition of linear operators, i.e., with the 
product in the algebra L+(D). In this case, the sign 0 will often be omitted. 
In general, S,, ... S2S, denotes the usual product of the linear operators 
S n, ..., s,. 
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For operators S,, . . . . S, E %?(H, H), 
s,o . . . 0 s, = (S,, -27,) ro. 
3. FR~CHET DOMAINS OF STRONGLY COMMUTATIVE Op*-ALGEBRAS 
This section contains some basic properties of Frechet domains of 
strongly commutative Op*-algebras. In particular there will be obtained a 
characterization of bounded subsets of the domain D, a representation of 
very continuous operators, and an approximation of elements of Y by very 
continuous operators. 
We say that a subset 99 of 2 dominates another subset d of dp if for 
each A E & there exist BE 98 n Zh and c E (0, co) such that 
for all q E D. A set 2J of essentially self-adjoint operators is said to be 
strongly commutative if there exists a commutative von Neumann algebra 
which contains all spectral projections of closures of operators belonging 
to 5%‘. An Op*-algebra d is said to be strongly commutative if ~2 n 2” is 
a strongly commutative set of essentially self-adjoint operators. It is said to 
be strongly commutatively dominated if it contains a strongly commutative 
subset of essentially self-adjoint operators which dominates d. 
The next result shows in particular that an Op*-algebra is dominated by 
a strongly commutative Op*-algebra if it is strongly commutatively 
dominated. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let d c L+(D) be an Op*-algebra and let 93~ & 
be a strongly commutative set of essentially self-adjoint operators which 
dominates ~4. Then the Op*-algebra generated by .%!I is strongly commutative. 
Proof: Each hermitian element of the Op*-algebra generated by g is of 
the form p(B, , . . . . B,), where p is a real polynomial of n variables and 
B,, . . . . B, E 2??. Moreover, there exist B, E %? and c E (0, co) such that 
for all cp ED. The commutator theorem [ 13, Theorem X 371 implies now 
that p(B, , . . . . B,) is essentially self-adjoint. 
Let X denote the (commutative) von Neumann algebra generated by all 
spectral projections of closures of operators belonging to 99. There exist a 
self-adjoint operator BE 55” and Bore1 measurable functions r, , . . . . r, on 
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the spectrum a(B) such that B,=r,(B) for Jo { 1, . . . . n} (see, e.g., 
[ 14, Nr. 1301). We consider the function 
r: c(B)3 t + p(r,(t), . ..) r,,(t)). 
Then r(B) is the unique self-adjoint extension of p(B,, . . . . B,). Thus, the 
closure of each hermitian element of the Op*-algebra generated by B is a 
self-adjoint operator affiliated with 95. This proves the assertion. 
The following proposition describes Frtchet domains of strongly com- 
mutative Op*-algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let d be a strongly commutative Op*-algebra on D 
such that D[t,] is a FrCchet space. Then there exist a self-adjoint operator 
T on H and a sequence (r,) of Bore1 measurable real-valued functions on the 
spectrum o(T) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(4 D = fl,F=, D(r,(T)). 
(b) r,(t)= 1 and (r,(t))*<r,+,(t) for all tEg(T) andnEN. 
(c) For each A E L+(D) there exists n E N such that 
I(cp, Av)l G <cp, r,,(T) cp> 
,for all cp ED. 
(d) The sequence of sets 
({cPED: Ilr,(T)(pll<l)) 
is a basis of neighbourhoods of zero in D. 
(e) The operators r,,(T) r D belong to d. 
Proof Because of the inequality 
IIAcp/1261/(A+A+B+B+Id)cpI(* (A, BEL+(D), CPED), 
the system of seminorms 
D~v+ ll4ll (AE&nZh, A3Zd) 
is directed and defines the topology t,,. Since D[t,,] is a Freceht space, 
there exists a sequence (R,,) in & n .L& with R, > Id such that the sets 
u,,= {vED: II~,cpll~ 1> (HEN) 
constitute a basis of neighbourhoods of zero in D =D[t,,]. For each 
AE L’(D), the set 
u,={cp~D: IIAqlldl} 
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is a barrel in D. Since the Frechet space D is barrelled, U, 2 U, for some 
n E N. Furthermore, U, 1 U, implies 
for all cp ED. We conclude now that there exists a subsequence (A,,) of the 
sequence ((R,)2) such that 
(&)2 + (A,,)2 G An+ 1 
for all n E FYI. Since d is strongly commutative, there exist a self-adjoint 
operator T on H and a sequence (3,) of Bore1 measurable functions on 
a(T) such that 
2,=$,,(T) 
(see [14, Nr. 1301). 
It follows from 
that 
almost everywhere with respect to the spectral measure of T. We define 
r1(t) = 1, 
Y,l+l(t)=max{lr,,(t)l’, .~+~(r)). 
Then Y,(T) = s,( T) = A, and the assertions (b), (c), and (e) are satisfied. 
Assertion (d) follows from 
Finally, let D, denote the completion with respect to the norm 
D 3 cp + lir,( T) cpII of D. Then it follows from (d) that the Frechet space D 
is the projective limit of the sequence of Hilbert spaces D,. In particular, 
(a) is satisfied as well. 
From now on we assume that D is a Frechet domain of a strongly com- 
mutative Op*-algebra. Moreover, we fix a self-adjoint operator Ton Hand 
a sequence rn of Bore1 measurable functions on o(T) such that the condi- 
tions (a), (b), (c), and (d) of the preceding proposition are satisfied. The 
spectral projection of T associated with (-co, t) is denoted by E,. The 
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abbreviation a.e. stands for almost everywhere with respect to dE, (i.e., 
almost everywhere with respect to each of the measures d(f, E,f) 
(f~ H)). If r is a complex-valued Bore1 measurable function on CJ( T) such 
that D(r( T)) 3 D, we denote 
T, = (r(T)) rD. 
The set of all complex-valued Bore1 measurable functions r on rr( T) with 
the property that 
w{lr(t)l r,,(t):tEdT)j < m 
for all n E IL will be denoted by 9’. We fix also the following notations: 
9?+ = {rE&?:r(t)>OforalltEg(T)}, 
$2 = { T, : r is a bounded complex-valued Bore1 
measurable function on a(T) 1, 
B,= {SE~::~(A.)~‘~SO(A,,)~~‘~I <l} 
= {S~~:l(nW)l G IIA,cpll IIAtill forallcp, ti~D1. 
Note that 2I is contained in L+(D) because the domain of r,(T) is 
invariant for r(T) if r is a Bore1 measurable and bounded. Note also 
that (%J3,) is a fundamental sequence of bounded subsets of Y[z,] 
(cf. [S, Sect. 40, 21). 
Remark. Strongly commutatively dominated Op*-algebras with Frtchet 
domains were investigated by K. Schmtidgen in [ 161. If s, is a sequence of 
real-valued Bore1 measurable functions on a(T) such that for each n E l+J 
there exist k, c E N such that Is,(t)l* d es,(t) a.e., then D = n D(s,( T)) is 
a Frechet domain of a strongly commutative Op*-algebra. So far as the 
author knows, all Frechet domains constructed in the literature are of this 
kind. 
Next we describe the bounded subsets of D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For each r ES?‘, T,E%. In particular, (r(T))( U,) is a 
bounded subset of D. 
Proof: It suffices to prove the first assertion. We suppose r E 9J and 
define the functions 
s, : a(T) 3 t -+ It-(t)/ ‘I*, 
s2: a(T) 3 t + Ir(t)l I’* sign(r(T)). 
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It follows from (r,(t))2 6 r,+ ,(t) that the values 
c n,,=suP(ls.,(t)l r,,(t):tEdT)) klENjE(L2)) 
are finite. Since I/r,(T) sj( T)ll d c,,,~, 
n=l 
for all f~ H. Moreover, s,(T) E Y(H, D). Let S, E 9(D+, H) 
( E .Y(D’, H’)) denote the adjoint operator of s,(T). Then 
(s,(T)) S1 E 9(D+, D) is an extension of T,. This proves T,E%. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For each bounded subset M c D, there exists r E 9?+ 
such that 
Proqf Since A4 is bounded, the values 
are finite. Clearly the function 
r:a(T)st-+ 
where 00 ~’ is interpreted to be 0, is in B+ . It will be shown now that 
A4 c (r( T))( U,). For this let cp E A4 be fixed. The series 
f 27cX’ r,,(T) cp 
n=l 
converges absolutely in H to some f~ U,. Furthermore, 
(r(T))f= F$ym jgcT, r(t) i ~Tc,,)~’ r,(t) dE, cp 
n=l 
=j dE,cp, 
x 
where X denotes the set 
{tEa(T):r(t)#O} = tea(T): f 2-“(c,) ml r,(t)< co 
n=l 
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On the other hand, 
implies that 
almost everywhere with respect o d(cp, E,cp), i.e., that 
s dE, cp = 0. O(T)‘\X 
Consequently, 
40 = (r(T))fE (r(T))(UH), 
which proves the assertion. 
The following two propositions can be proved in the same way as 
Proposition 5.7 and Theorem 6.1 in [7]. Therefore, we omit the details. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For each SE % there exist R E V(H, H) and r E @+ 
such that S= T,o Ro T,. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For each bounded subset Y.R c S?[zD] and each 
r,-continuous seminorm q there exists P in 9 n ‘?I such that 
q(S-PoS~P)< 1 
for all SE 9X. 
Remark. Descriptions of bounded sets similar to Proposition 3.4 were 
obtained in [ 111 for domains of the form fl D(T”) (T self-adjoint), in [3] 
for Frechet domains D with D= fi (D(T*):TE L+(D)}, and in [7] for 
general Frtchet domains. The Propositions 3.4, 3. 5, and 3.6 can even be 
generalized to more general than Frechet domains (see [9]). 
4. BORNOLOGICAL SUBSPACES AND BOUNDED LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
The first part of this section is concerned with the question whether a 
topological linear subspace .% c LZ[t,,] is bornological. This question is 
connected with the structure of the bounded linear functionals on X[ro] 
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because a linear functional is bounded if and only if it is continuous on the 
associated bornological space. The second part of this section is devoted to 
the representation of an arbitrary bounded linear functional on Y[r,,] as 
a sum of a continuous linear functional and a functional which vanishes on 
the dense subspace %?. 
We start with some definitions. Given a linear subspace 3~ 2, we 
denote 
A(9)= {SELf(D):R~SE%andS~RE%forallREX’j. 
The elements of A%‘(%) are called multipliers of 2”. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that a linear subspace 9” c 9 has sufficiently 
many multipliers if the following condition is satisfied. 
Given natural numbers k, 1 with k 2 f and positive real numbers si, . . . . sk, 
the operator 
/ k \ -1 
belongs to the closure with respect to the operator norm topology of 
the set 
{SE(llny;ln&(.%):-A<SbA}. 
Before showing that X[zO] is bornological if X has sufficiently many 
multipliers, we discuss the question whether subspaces 3 c 2 satisfy this 
condition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For a linear subspace X c 97, each of the following 
two conditions implies that X has sufficiently many multipliers. 
(a) For any Bore1 measurable subset XC a(T), the projection 
D3cp+ r dE, cp (2) X 
belongs to d(X). 
(b) For each no N, A,, and (A,)-’ are in d(X). 
Proof If (a) is satisfied, then Try A!‘(%) for each elementary step 
function r (i.e., for each linear combination of characteristic functions of 
Bore1 measurable subsets of c(T)). Since the function 
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can be approximated uniformly from below by non-negative elementary 
step functions, this implies that 57 has sufficiently many multipliers. 
If (b) is satisfied, we find a sequence of polynomials (p,(x,, . . . . xk- ,)) 
such that 
( 
k-l -I 
&k+ c 6-,x, 
II = 1 > 
--n ‘<p,,(x,,~~k-,) 
( 
k-l 
> 
-1 
d Ek+ c E,X, 
n=l 
for all x,, . . . . xk ~ i with 
06x,< ,<y:;-, ih%h--‘ii. 
. . 
Then we set 
s,, = (A,(Ak)-l)Pn(A,(Ak)--‘, . . . . Ak- ,(Ak)- ‘h 
Note that S,, = (s,,(T)) f D, where s, is the function 
Consequently, S, E ‘3. Moreover, 
&~A,(&,.A.,)-I. 
S,80 
if n is sufficiently large, and 
This proves the assertion. 
K. Schmiidgen [ 163 called an Op*-algebra admissible if it contains the 
operators A,, and all projections (2). Thus the admissible Op*-algebras 
satisfy 4.2(a). 
The spaces 8, “Y-, 97, and L+(D) satisfy 4.2(a) and 4.2(b). 
Suppose that T is a topology on 9 such that the mappings 
and 
are continuous for all SE L+(D). Let $’ denote the r-closure of X. Then 
,kY(.cz”) c Af(P) 
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for any linear subspace X of 9. In particular, X7 has sufficiently many 
multipliers if X has sufficiently many multipliers. The above condition 
concerning the topology z is satisfied, e.g., for zD, zO, the weak operator 
topology, generated by the seminorms 
R+ I(cp>W)I (cp> $ ED), 
and the ultraweak topology, generated by the seminorms 
vnr$,,EDand f. lI&cp,II llAkll/nll<~forallk~N . 
N = I > 
The preceding remarks establish the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (a) The spaces F:, V, V, L+(D), admissible Op*- 
algebras in the sense of K. Schmiidgen [ 161, and their intersections with 
9, ^Y-, or W have sufficiently many multipliers. 
(b) Suppose that .X is a linear subspace of 9 which has sufficiently 
many multipliers. Then the closure of X with respect to each of the topologies 
zD, zO, the weak operator topology, and the ultraweak topology has also 
sufficiently many multipliers. 
Remark. Conditions for a subspace Xc L?[T~] to be bornological 
were previously given by H. Araki and J. P. Jurzak [ 1, Theorem 1 and 
Corollary l.b]. In our situation (i.e., if the operators A, have the meaning 
described in Section 3), the conditions given in [l] imply that the 
operators (A,)2 and (A,) ’ are in d(X). 
In this case Proposition 4.2(b) and Theorem 4.4 below can also be 
applied because it is possible to use always (r,)’ and (A,)’ in place of rn 
and A,,. 
Next we show that a topological linear subspace of Y[zo] which has 
sufficiently many multipliers is bornological. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that X is a linear subspace qf 2 w,hich has 
sufficiently many multipliers. Then the system of sets 
J%( (E,,)) = SE .X : There exists k E N such that 
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ltlhere (E,) runs through the set of all sequences of positive real numbers, 
is a basis of neighbourhoods of zero in the associated bornological space 
of azD1. 
Proof For each SE 23, n .%, 
I(% %)I G lIAkd126 ((P,Ak+l(P) 
i.e., SE (Ed+ ,)-l J&( (8,)). Consequently, @((E,)) absorbs each bounded 
subset of %[r,]. Since it is also convex and circled, it is a neighbourhood 
of zero in the associated bornological space of X[r,]. 
Conversely, any neighbourhood of zero in the associated bornological 
space of E[tD] contains the convex hull of U 6,,(~~n?Z) for some 
sequence (6,) of positive real numbers. We fix such a sequence (6,) and 
define a sequence (E,) of positive real numbers such that 
for all n E N. 
( 
n-1 
2(&,)-l&, 2 c &,+&, 
,=1 > 
<2-“6, (3) 
Since C 2 -“6,(2J3, n X) is contained in the convex hull of U 6,(L133, n X), 
it suffices now to show that %((.s,)) is contained in C 2-“6,,(8, n 9”). To 
do so, let SEX and k E N be given such that 
I<%~rp)l6 402 i: %A,v (4) 
n=l 
for all cp E D. Define 
k 
A= c E,A, 
n=l 
and fix 
By assumption, there are operators 
R,~~(X)n’Un~h (Jo { 1, . ..> k}) 
such that 
-A-‘Aj<R,<A ‘A I 
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and 
I/R,,-A-‘q <&. 
We denote 
k 
s’= 1 E~E,+%R~~ 
j,l= I 
It follows from (4) and A, = Id that 
I(% %)I G IId lI4ll <(hr’ 114112, 
IIA-‘~S~A-‘l~d2(&,)-1, 
l(cp, W>l a&P II‘m ll‘wll9 
I(cp, R.j~S4ICI)I d2(~,)~’ IIAQ4 II&$II 
~2(&,)-’ IIAjcpll ll&fvl> 
Ri~S~R,~2(~1)-‘(Ijmax(j,,jn~. 
Because of (3), this implies 
k 
S’= 1 E~E,R~~S~R~ 
j,l= I 
k ,* n-l 
E c 2(&J’ 1 E,E,+ 1 GE/ 
n=l j= 1 /= 1 > 
(Bnnz) 
c 1 2?3,(B3, n X). 
II=1 
The estimation 
d i 2(~~)~1~,~~(II(~-~1~,-Rj)~~/I IIAA-“,$I1 
j,l= I 
+ IIAR,d llb-‘~,-R,)4Il) 
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~2(EI)p’ ,g, Ej 2E(IIAd lIAk$ll + lIA!fYll IIA$ll) 
( ! k 
( 1 
2 
<4(E,JP’ c E, E i Ej l/~,cplI lI-4k$ll 
,=I .i= I
shows that 
Consequently, S = S’ + (S - S’) belongs to 
kfl 
C 2-“6,,(B3, n .X). 
,1= 1 
Thus it has been shown that q((s,,)) is contained in x2-“6,,(23, n 9”) and 
the proof is complete. 
Clearly Theorem 4.4 implies that the associated bornological topology of 
Ip[rD] induces the associated bornological topology of X[tD] on 9’ if Y 
has sufficiently many multipliers. It is well-known that each bounded linear 
functional on LZ[t,,] can be written as a linear combination of positive 
linear functionals (see [ 1, Corollary 1 .a] or [S, Corollary 6.31). Note that 
a linear functional is bounded if and only if it is continuous with respect 
to the associated bornological topology. Since each continuous linear 
functional on X[to] has a continuous linear extension to L?[T,,] by the 
Hahn Banach theorem, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that B’ is a linear subspace of 97 which has 
sujjiciently many multipliers. Then 9” [ ro] is bornological. Consequently, each 
bounded linear functional on %[z,] has a bounded linear extension to 
Z[z,]. Moreover, it can be represented as a linear combination of j&r 
positive bounded linear jimctionals. 
Now we turn to the representation of an arbitrary bounded linear 
functional as a sum of a functional which vanishes on %? and a continuous 
linear functional. 
THEOREM 4.6. Each bounded linear ,functional on 44[r,] has a unique 
representation 
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where 0,(S) = 0 for all SEVU V and where f12 is a continuous linear 
functional on -~P[T,]. If I3 is positive, the linear jiinctionals 8, 1 L+(D) 
and 8, are positive as well. 
Proof: First of all, we note that the uniqueness of the representation 
follows from the density of W in P[rD]. 
Since each bounded linear functional is a linear combination of positive 
linear functionals, it suffices to prove the existence of the representation for 
positive linear functionals. 
Thus we assume that 8 is a positive linear functional on 2 which is 
different from the zero functional. Since @(A,) > 0 for some k E kJ, it follows 
from the Gauchy Schwarz inequality that 
0 < (W,))’ 6 RW N4)2), 
i.e., that t?(ld)>O. Consequently, @(A,)‘) > 0 and B((L!,,)~) >O for all 
n E N. Now we choose a monotonically increasing sequence (P,) in 2I r\ B 
such that 
Given n,kEN with n>k, SE%~, and Pe'Un9' with P>P,, we 
abbreviate w,(R)=B(A,~RoA,) and R,=(A,))‘~S~(A,))‘. Applying 
the Cauchy Schwartz inequalities 
IOk(U+.V)12~Ok(U+OU)Ok(V+OV) (U ffE wft ff)), 
(e(u+v)~2~e(u+u)~(v+v) (u, VEL+(D)), 
we get 
le(P~s~P-P,os~P,)J 
=IOIJ(P-Pn)ORkOP+PnORkO(P-P,))I 
<(w~(P-P,))~'~((o~(P~(R~)+~R~~P))"* 
+(o,(P,~R,~(R,)+~P ))I'*) 11 
G ww- P,)(A~)*H~~ (e((~,)*)li2 
.s2(8(P-P,,))1/4 (8((A,)4))1/4 (e((A,)*))Wn-‘, 
i.e.. 
~e(p.sop-p,,osop,)~ <n-l. (5) 
In particular, the sequence (p,) of the z,-continuous linear functionals 
p,,:93sso(P,,~s~P,,) 
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converges uniformly on 233,. Consequently, the linear functional 
8,: 83S-t lim t9(PnoSoP,) 
n--r?3 
is continuous on B3k[z,] for each kE N. Since JZ[T~] is a DF-space (see 
[4, Corollary l] or [S, Theorem 5.2.b]), 6, is continuous on Y[zD]. 
Next we show that e,(S) = Q(S) for all SE %‘. For this let SEG~ be fixed. 
By Proposition 3.5, there exist R E V(H, H) and Y E 9+ such that 
For I, n E N, we define 
X,= {t~~$T):r(t)>/~‘}, 
P,,,,=,zd-P,,((i,dE,) P)+Cv 
Observe that P,,[E 2L n 9 and that P,z,f3 P,. Observe further that 
c=sup{I8(W)I: fV~%(H,H)and IIWIl<l} 
is finite. Applying (5), we get 
IQS- P,SP,,)l 
= (tl((Zd- P,,,,)o T,oRa T, 
+ Pn,,@ T,oRo T,o(ld-P,,.,)) + e(P,,,,SP,,,-P,,sP,,)I 
dc lItId-Pn.,) TrII (IlRoTrII + IITr~RIl)+n-’ IISII 
<221-‘c 1/Rl/ llT,.II SK’ /(S/I. 
Letting 1-t cc, we get the inequality 
which implies that 
&S) = lim t3(PnSP,,) = t?,(S). 
n+JI 
It is obvious that 19~ is positive. 
Now we define 
0,=9-e,. 
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Then 8, (S) = 0 for each SE +?. In particular, 8 1(S) = 0 for each SE 9;. Since 
9 is dense in V [ z,] and since 8, is continuous on V[rD] as a conse- 
quence of [S, Corollary 6.51, e,(S) = 0 for each SE V. 
It remains to show that 8i rL+(D) is positive. For this, let S be an 
element of L + (D) n L$ with S > 0. Since 
Q,(S) = lim B((Zd- P,,) S(Zd- P,,) + (Id-P,) SP, + P,S(ld- P,,)) 
n-10 
and since 
P,,S(Q- P,,) = ((Id- P,,) sp,,j+, 
it suffices to show that 
lim @((Id- P,,) SP,,) = 0. 
,I + cc (6) 
Note that (Id- P,,) SP,, E %. Fix k E N such that S2 < A,. Using the 
Cauchy Schwarz inequality and (5) we get 
le((zd- P,,) SPn)l’= lQ,((Zd- P,) =,,)I’ 
d e,ud- P,,) e2(p,,s2p,,) 
< ( lim e(pnl - p,,)) e,(p,,hp,,) m + x 
<n le2(-4), 
which implies (6). This completes the proof. 
Remark. In the preceding theorem, positivity of 0 does not imply 
positivity of 8,. To see this, we use an example given in [7, Remark 1 after 
Corollary 6.41: There exists a Frechet domain D of a strongly commutative 
@*-algebra, which contains an orthonormal sequence (cp,,) such that for 
some ultrafilter U on N the ultrafilter limit 
exists for all TE 9 and is equal to zero for all T E %‘. 
As a consequence of [S, Corollary 7.21, this domain D is not a Monte1 
space. Therefore it follows from [6, Theorems 4.2 and 3.41 that there exists 
P in 9 such that P(D) has infinite dimension. We fix an orthonormal 
sequence ($,) in P(D) and consider the positive linear functionals 
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For SE 59, we have 
lily IlSq,,Il =li*y ((S+Svo,, (P,~))“~=O 
which implies 
NV = P(S). 
Since p is r.-continuous, the representation 8= 8, + 8, defined in 
Theorem 4.6 is given by 8, = p and 9, = 0 - p. 
The operator 
satisfies 
Since U+zU=PgU+ 0 U 3 P E 97, the positivity of 8, would imply 
l%,(U)12d~1(u+@U)o,(Id)=0. 
Thus, 8, is not positive in this example. 
It can easily be seen that W[7D] #~[s,,], in general. Indeed, there exists 
a net in V which converges to U with respect to zD in the preceding 
example. This net cannot be a Cauchy net in V[rO]. 
We have, however, the following corollary of the preceding theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Each bounded linear functional on W[z,] is continuous. 
By [S, Corollary 5.3, Remark 21, each positive continuous linear 
functional on U[rD] can be represented as a sum of a positive continuous 
linear functional which vanishes on V and a positive ultraweakly 
continuous linear functional. This implies now the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Each bounded linear functional on 9[zD] has a unique 
representation 
%=8,+%2+%,, 
where 8, vanishes on W u V, e2 is z,-continuous and vanishes on V”, and 8, 
is ultraweakly continuous. If 6 is positive, the linear functionals 8, r L + (D), 
%2, and 8, are positive as well. 
Clearly Theorem 4.6 generalizes to linear subspaces .5? c 9 for which 
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XCT@ is dense in .5Y[zD] and %[z,] is bornological. In particular, the 
following result is true. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose that 3 is a linear subspace of 2 such that 
~(2-)3{PEwP*=P=P+). 
Then each bounded linear functional on X[r,,] has a unique representation 
6=0, +o,, 
where 0,(S) =0 for all SEX n (‘Zu V) and Bz is To-continuous. !f 8 is 
positive, the linear jiunctionals d1 r (3 n L+(D)) and 9, are positive as well. 
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